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XOX Gebäck GmbH

XOX Pic Pom 75g
The funny, animal, crunchy and delicious snack gets a new design and a new
variety: Our XOX Pic Pom Ketchup & Salt 75g shine in new splendour! The five
funny animal shapes rabbit, pig, cat, sheep and duck provide variety in the bag! A
high potato content and little salt as well as the best sunflower oil make up the
unique and newly developed recipe - naturally without flavour enhancers. This
snack is not only suitable for the little ones, but also for the big snackers!

XOX Tortillas Salt 40g

In addition to our popular XOX Party Tacos 500g, the small bag as XOX Tortillas Salt
40g has also found its way to us. The typical handy shape invites to join the tacos
as diversified snacks with a delicious dip or as a light snack. Dips and tacos just
belong together - thus XOX also offers the matching XOX dips in 3 delicious tastes!

XOX Popcorn 100g
For that cinema feeling at home! This caramel-enhanced XOX popcorn offers a
unique taste experience, crispy, crunchy, fresh out of the bag and now also in the
handy 100g bag. Made from the whole corn kernel, without flavor-enhancing
additives, dyes or flavors, the lightly caramelized popcorn is popped in a fat-
reduced air-popped process.

XOX Mais-Erbsenflips 100g
The XOX Pea Flips Paprika 100g expand the Naturell range of XOX. In addition to
the classic peanut flips, there is now also the high-fiber version with 22% pea
content. For a full-bodied taste experience, the pea flips are refined with a hearty,
strong hint of paprika. They are suitable for both vegetarians and vegans. The ideal
snack for all conscious snack lovers!
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